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Mad4 Mobile Phones. Red Hat and developers amateur programmers from all over the world. Fourth, when it
comes to threat of substitutes, I suggest that Microsoft should try to mitigate the threat of substitutes by
simplifying its own functions in OS in order to adapt the simple electronic product. Linux is becoming more
and more popular as an open source. For example, you can use your phone outside the home to run the
program in a remote computer. This process can be repeated if the only update added is an interim one; the big
updates naturally include the most features. This might be due to a number of factors, such as not regularly
checking for updates or having update detection disabled. The specific end of support day for Windows 7 will
be January 14,  Apple Company has huge PC and service market share. Internal Environment 2. Microsoft
strongly recommends that you move to Windows 10 sometime before January to avoid a situation where you
need service or support that is no longer available. Given the current condition of the economy this is
surprising considering the higher cost of these devices both in initially purchase price and monthly contracts
for data usage. Costly to imitate? This manages the update, creating a backup of the Windows Phone and
downloading the new version of the software. So Microsoft is expensive. Any problems with the upgrade can
be addressed later â€” if the update fails then the earlier version and your user data can be restored. Because of
adding up Linux, the quantity of suppliers is increasing. By Nokia turned Mobile phones into its core business.
Microsoft can advertise their home basic computer. This loss in share is due primarily to the introduction of
Apple to the smart phone market place as well as the growing popularity of phones that use the Android
Operating system IDC, b. In practical terms, this means that further use of Windows 7 entails a real security
risk and that neither Microsoft nor K-Force can help you further if you encounter any problems with the
system. Threat from Linux 1. Mac OS X gets half the amount of profit of that in windows. Linkage with
customers: Microsoft should communicate more with the customers on the experience of using the products
and monitor the status of the products continuously so as to gather data which could be references when have
new products designed. Linux has a quick growth in OS market share 9. Therefore, more technical advantages
are available, such as more stable operations and upgrades can be easily completed. And it is also stable that
can compare to the expensive system like Microsoft. What is 5G technology?. Older systems are often more
difficult to upgrade to Windows  Vision and strategy. Is Forcing the Update Safe? If you want to change a
product, you must change all products. Meanwhile, as an open source, allows technicians to amend certain
parts of the programme or add new ones, so the upgrade can be very easy. Second, for power of buyers,
Microsoft should cut down their price reasonably or offer preferential treatment and attract their buyers.
Samsung recently knocked Motorola out of fifth place in market share with the introduction of its Galaxy
series, demonstrating how quickly things change in this industry. Different from other companies, Microsoft
provides publicly owned, privately owned and mixed cloud computing service. At the same time, some
popular applications can not run on Android and Linux. If they use other OS, they would cause big
inconvenience when sending or receiving files. The company was founded in and transitioned into the mobile
communications market in Nokia, a. For example, we strongly advise against doing things like PC banking.
Microsoft trends: 4. And it can be better and better.


